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ABSTRACT
The local television weathercaster is an essential communicator of severe weather information to the
public, but the impact of the particular aspects of his or her severe weather broadcasts has received little
scholarly attention. To fill this gap, the current study examines the influence of two severe weather
broadcasts where the weathercaster was located either on or off the screen. Specifically, we examine risk
perception, recall, and intent to take protective action from a tornado. Our results indicate that the presence
of the weathercaster on-screen did not lead to significant differences in risk perception, behavioral intent, or
recall—with the exception of the intent to call someone in the tornado’s path to alert them. In this one
instance, respondents who viewed a reflectivity video without the weathercaster on screen were more likely to
call someone living in a specific location in the video. The video that illustrates risk with a velocity image led
to lower overall perceived risk, and less likelihood to take shelter. The differences are most likely related to
differences in the spoken message rather than visual differences between the two radar types. This is
supported by other differences in risk perception for locations within each video, where locations in the
spoken message were rated higher in terms of risk perception and likelihood to take action than locations not
mentioned verbally, even when the location verbalized was not labeled on the map.

1. Introduction
often communicate the situation live (on-air) from the
first tornado warning issued until the last warning
expires. Explanation of radar images takes a significant portion of this on-air time, although we know
little about what viewers know or take away from
watching the radar explanation. Broadcasters tend to
use body language to help viewers understand what
the images mean (Cassell et al. 1998; Beattie and
Shovelton 1999; Wilson 2008; Drost et al. 2015). For
example, the location of a storm and areas likely to be
affected by the most dangerous portion of the storm—
interpreted from reflectivity radar products—can be
easily communicated to viewers by hand gestures.
Likewise, rotation of a storm interpreted from velocity
radar products can be explained using hand motions to
indicate the possibility of a tornado and the most likely
location of a tornado. This information helps viewers
judge whether or not they are likely to be affected by a
tornado and, if so, helps them know how quickly they
must decide to take action.

Television has been historically the most common
source of both routine (Tan 1976; Lazo et al. 2009)
and severe weather (Legates and Biddle 1999; Balluz
et al. 2000; Brown et al. 2002; Hammer and Schmidlin
2002; Sherman-Morris 2005, 2010; Schmidlin et al.
2009) information; and the primary communicator of
the weather information on television is the local
weathercaster (Wilson 2008). Despite this importance,
few studies (e.g., Sherman-Morris et al. 2005; Drost et
al. 2015) have examined the influence that the weathercaster has on factors such as trust in severe weather
information, risk perception, behavior, or recall of
information.
During the span of severe weather coverage
weathercasters must simultaneously play many roles.
This includes: passing on damage reports from storm
spotters, emergency managers, and the public; monitoring and communicating with multiple audiences via
social media; and communicating warnings issued by
the National Weather Service. A weathercaster will
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Attention should be paid to the way in which
weather broadcasters’ actions influence viewers. For
example, when the broadcaster steps out of the view of
the camera, he or she may still verbally explain radar
images, but the images are left open to be interpreted
by the viewer, who may or may not be able to make
accurate inferences from the images. Facial expressions that communicate the broadcaster’s own emotional response to the situation also are lacking.
Camera shots without a weathercaster on screen can
become more necessary during extended periods of
severe weather television coverage or where resources
do not allow a second weathercaster’s assistance. Do
the hand gestures, facial expressions, or other nonverbal aspects of communication between the weather
broadcaster and viewers affect whether or not a viewer
will take shelter? It is this question that prompted the
researchers to consider whether or not the presence of
the weathercaster on-screen has a significant influence
on viewers’ risk perception and preventative behavior.

significantly related to taking protective action to
mitigate multiple other natural hazards (Lindell and
Hwang 2008).
Several studies have suggested that weathercasters
may be effective motivators to a viewer seeking shelter from a tornado. For example, 57% of respondents
in one study reported that what they saw and heard on
television prompted their protective action (Brown et
al. 2002). In the same Moore, Oklahoma, tornado,
more than half of respondents cited television as their
reason for taking protective action (Comstock and
Mallonee 2005). An overwhelming majority of respondents surveyed by Hammer and Schmidlin (2002) used
television as their warning source, and 35% said that
television was their reason for seeking shelter. Many
respondents in that study specifically mentioned advice given by Gary England, a long-time local weathercaster in the Oklahoma City area, as their reason for
taking protective action. Another study found that the
intention to take shelter during a tornado warning was
more dependent on trust and the relationship an
individual developed with their local weathercaster
than whether they believed their home would be safe
in strong winds or a tornado (Sherman-Morris 2005).
These studies established relationships between the
weathercaster’s advice and protective action-taking,
and between risk perception and taking protective
action. Building on these existing relationships, we
further examine the influence of a television weathercaster on the formation of risk perceptions and the
decision to take shelter when viewing a severe weather
broadcast.

2. Background literature
a. Risk perception and response to severe weather
There is a long tradition of research linking risk
perception with the intention to take some protective
action. Lines of theory supporting this association
include Protection Motivation Theory (Rogers 1975;
Floyd et al. 2000) and the Protection Action Decision
Model (Lindell and Perry 2004; Lindell and Hwang
2008). Past research indicates that the perception of a
threat’s severity and the danger one associates with a
storm have a strong influence on decisions made
during hazardous situations—such as hurricanes or
tornadoes (Baker 1979; Riad and Norris 1998;
Mitchem 2003; Schmidlin et al. 2009). For example,
Baker (1979) and Riad and Norris (1998) found that
people who expected a hurricane to be “bad” were
much more likely to evacuate prior to the hurricane
than those who did not perceive as much risk.
Similarly, people who felt that they were in danger
from a tornado also were more likely to seek shelter
than people who did not feel in danger (Mitchem
2003; Schmidlin et al. 2009; Chaney and Weaver
2010). The role of risk perception holds true in actual
as well as hypothetical situations. The perceived
likelihood of impacts as well as confidence in warning
information were both significant in explaining one’s
expectation to evacuate in a hurricane (Arlikatti et al.
2006). Perceived risk of negative impacts also was
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b. The influence of the on-screen messenger
Studies cited above make it clear that in the case
of severe weather, a primary messenger is the weathercaster. He or she serves as an expert upon whom a
viewer can depend for accurate warning information
(Wilson 2008), and as a closer acquaintance to whom
one can turn to for warning confirmation (ShermanMorris 2005). Because much of the communication
between two people is non-verbal, a broadcaster’s
hand gestures, facial expressions, and other physical
motions are used by the viewer to make sense of, and
respond to, the weather situation (Cassell et al. 1998;
Beattie and Shovelton 1999; Mogg and Bradley 1999;
Anderson et al. 2003; Green et al. 2003; Liddell et al.
2005). The processing of body language from communicated information can be considered more of an
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unconscious process. A viewer pays particular attention to facial expressions that convey threat (angry or
fearful expressions), and that information is processed
automatically (Mogg and Bradley 1999; Anderson et
al. 2003; Green et al. 2003; Liddell et al. 2005).
Factors such as how an individual feels about the
messenger, or qualities of the imagery used to
communicate the message, can help to generate an
emotional response. These emotional, or affective,
reactions to danger can be very effective at influencing
response or memory of the event (Slovic et al. 2005).
Thus, reasoned decisions are not always required to
respond immediately to a threatening situation (Anderson et al. 2003; Liddell et al. 2005). These studies
imply that viewers could have an automatic emotional
response to portrayed anxiousness about the threatening weather situation. If the weathercaster is in front of
the camera during severe weather, observation of this
non-verbal communication can take place. If not, then
viewers may lose a lot of important information.
Even though intense facial expressions lead to a
more automatic response, this may come at the
expense of the ability to recall detailed information
(Anderson et al. 2003). Threatening expressions also
may require increased processing. Green et al. (2003)
documented increased viewing time and increased
scanning extent for threat-related facial expressions,
meaning that more time and effort were spent gathering as much information about the situation as possible. The studies discussed thus far have excluded hand
gestures from body language, but for the weathercaster, communication modes beyond the face are
essential parts of their communication. More recent
research has indicated that hand gestures can influence
where attention is paid during a weathercast (Drost et
al. 2015). Listeners retain information such that
information given by gestures is integrated into
memory just as much as what is spoken; gesture and
spoken word interact to form one memory (Cassell et
al. 1998). Beattie and Shovelton (1999) advanced the
notion that hand gestures are an effective complement
to spoken communication by studying the types of
information best aided by gestures. They found that
respondents’ memory of characteristics such as size,
shape, number, movement, and relative action was
significantly improved when both audio and visual
cues were present. Audio and visual cues are common
during severe weather coverage as a weathercaster
tries to communicate a storm’s attributes to explain
possible danger. However, gestures also may have a
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distracting influence on the viewer. For example, in
two weathercasts (one with gestures and one without),
viewers who saw the video with gestures spent more
time looking back and forth among elements such as
the forecast, the weathercaster’s hands, and the weathercaster’s face, possibly indicating confusion (Drost et
al. 2015). Gesturing in a weathercast was not shown to
influence retention (Drost et al. 2015). However, when
gestures and the verbal message did not match, the
mismatch did alter an individual’s ability to recall a
story they had watched (Cassell et al. 1998). Individuals can process visual and auditory messages simultaneously if the two do not contradict (Anderson,
2000). In memory research comparing visual and
auditory memory tasks, visual information is often
superior; however, the outcome may depend on the
type of task or the nature of the stimulus. Work by
Cohen et al. (2009) demonstrated consistent inferiority
of auditory memory over four experiments, although
other experiments suggested that visual memory was
better over a longer interval—while the two were
equal (Bigelow and Poremba 2014), or even that
auditory memory had an edge, in the very short term
(Jensen 1971). In terms of recall of weather information, a higher percentage remembered weather conditions from a television forecast compared to radio or
newspaper (Hyatt et al. 1978); however, the three
media are not directly comparable in terms of communicating a weather message via visual or auditory
means. Recent research found that recall of tornado
warning information was highest when no pictures
were displayed with it, regardless of whether the
content was presented as audio or written text (Nasco
and Bruner 2008). Therefore, studies regarding influence of the on-screen messenger have produced mixed
results, where messages that convey emotion can be
powerful, but audio and visual components of a message can work to either reinforce or detract from the
intended message.
c. The influence of graphical elements of a severe
weather message
Graphical elements of a weather message have
been shown to influence how the message is perceived
or understood. For example, research has shown that
respondents had trouble interpreting the hurricane
cone of uncertainty, which may have influenced
response during Hurricane Charley (Broad et al. 2007).
The use of the rainbow color palette in mapping and
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weather imagery has been the focus of criticism in that
the scale is not intuitive (Light and Bartlein 2004;
Borland and Taylor 2007; Phipps and Rowe 2010). In
one study, respondents who answered questions about
a green-scale radar image did respond more accurately
than respondents who viewed a rainbow-colored radar
image (Bryant et al. 2014). This was especially true for
respondents with relatively less meteorological experience. Other work has shown that the properties of a
storm surge forecast graphic with a blue color palette
may have made it more difficult to interpret, but
significant differences among other multi-hued color
palettes were not found (Sherman-Morris et al. 2015).
Lowe (1999) also demonstrated that meteorology students’ extraction of information from an animated
weather map was influenced by the perceptually salient aspects of the display, including the movement of
the features on the map more so than information that
was thematically important. Often, a viewer’s ability
to make accurate inferences from a scientific map,
such as a radar image, is affected by the knowledge
they possess in that subject area (Allen et al. 2006;
Hegarty et al. 2010). Research participants with
greater knowledge of weather processes and map
reading skills have tended to make more accurate
interpretations from weather maps (Allen et al. 2006;
Hegarty et al. 2010). As was noted in the Lowe (1999)
study, experts and non-experts alike can be hindered
by distractions when attempting to make accurate
inferences from maps (Canham and Hegarty 2010;
Fabrikant et al. 2010). Similar to the non-verbal
elements of the message discussed above, visual
elements may or may not help convey the intended
message—and how visual elements affect processing
varies between expert and non-expert users.
Given the potential importance of verbal and nonverbal aspects of severe weather coverage, this study
had three goals. First, it sought to determine whether
the presence of the weathercaster on-screen influenced
risk perception or the intention to take protective
action. Second, the study sought to better understand
whether the imagery itself would influence perception
or intended behavior, with or without the weathercaster on screen to explain it. Related to this goal, it
measured how much viewers knew about the velocity
radar image. Finally, the study sought to examine the
influence of some of the other visual and audio
characteristics of the severe weather coverage on
factors such as risk perception, intended action, and
accuracy of recall.
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3. Data and methods
To meet these goals, a survey1 with an experimental treatment was created to measure the influence
of an on-screen weathercaster on the respondents’
likelihood for taking action, risk perception, trust in
the weathercaster, and accuracy of retained information. Severe weather coverage from an actual severe
weather outbreak was presented to participants during
the survey. Video clips from the severe weather coverage were modified, such that one clip would have a
weathercaster on-screen presenting the information
and the other clip would have the same information
presented without the weathercaster on-screen. Whereas it is ideal to measure whether or not an individual
has taken action following an actual event, a large
body of psychological literature supports the use of
intended behavior in survey research as a precursor to
an actual behavioral response (Ajzen 1991; Fishbein
and Yzer 2003). A hypothetical event also is often the
only way to experimentally control conditions. Behavior and other factors, such as risk perception, may vary
somewhat between a hypothetical scenario and a real
event. However, intended response and risk perception
have been used repeatedly to study the response to
hazardous weather events (e.g., Drobot et al. 2007;
Schultz et al. 2010; Ripberger et al. 2015), and
research on hurricane evacuations has demonstrated
similarity between response to hypothetical situations
and actual behaviors (Whitehead 2005; Kang et al.
2007).
a. Video clips
Archived television coverage from previous severe
weather broadcasts provided a better option (than live
coverage) for several reasons, including 1) to account
for realistic emotion portrayed by the weathercaster, 2)
to show an experienced weathercaster to participants,
and 3) to show a weathercaster with whom participants
might be familiar. Choosing a pair of severe weather
coverage clips, such that only the presence or absence
of the weathercaster changed between the two videos,
proved to be quite challenging.
James Spann, Chief Meteorologist at ABC 33/40
in the Birmingham, Alabama, market, gave permission
to use his archived severe weather coverage. Many
hours of video had been recorded and uploaded to
YouTube (www.youtube.com/) from recent severe
1

The survey can be viewed online at ksmorris.geosci.msstate.edu/
OnOffScreenSurvey.html.
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weather outbreaks. Criteria were established for a
certain portion of the archived coverage to be used.
The ideal on-air clip would have been at least 30-s
long (preferably longer) and included radar reflectivity
images and the weathercaster, but with no data boxes,
icons, or animation of radar sweeps or radar images.
The off-air clip would have been identical to the on-air
clip except that James Spann would be missing from
the video. Separate on- and off-screen video clips that
were identical visually and in duration (that also met
all of the criteria listed above) were not found. Audio
was not considered a part of the original criteria because it was assumed that, for the one pair of clips, the
audio from the on-screen clip would be superimposed
to the off-screen clip (eliminating unwanted variance).
We chose a reflectivity video clip and a velocity clip
because we had planned to examine if radar type led to
any differences in the study variables. Although audio
from on-screen clips was superimposed on the offscreen clips for both pairs, the audio varied between
radar types. Differences in audio are discussed below.
The first set of clips was 13-s long, and included a
still image of radar reflectivity with a red tornado
warning box behind the reflectivity image and a white
trapezoid signifying the areas that were most likely to
be affected by the storm (Fig. 1). Three cities also
were visible: Hamilton, Hackleburg, and Hodges. This
set of clips will hereafter be referred to as the HR
videos. The second set of clips was 22-s long, included
a still image of radar storm-relative velocity, and
included a rotating white line that symbolized a scan
of the radar. Two cities were visible (Boley Springs
and Sandtown), and a third city (Oakman) was mentioned with very strong words of caution. The second
set of clips will hereafter be referred to as the BV
videos. Previous studies using videos for experimental
testing had videos that were much longer. Auter
(1992), Cassell et al. (1998), and Hartmann and
Goldhoorn (2011) used videos that were >7 min, on
average. The HR videos are much shorter than desired,
but provided the best, realistic video of coverage that
could be compared. Videos also depicted different
locations. There were two clips from the Hamilton
area and two from the Boley Springs area—each with
an on-screen weathercaster and an off-screen weathercaster. Both locations experienced tornadoes during
this event. Survey questions about familiarity with the
area and the location most likely to experience a
tornado provided no evidence that this influenced the
results.
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The graphics shown in the HR and BV videos are
very different in appearance, with the HR video
displaying a large amount of red along with a
smoothed hook-shaped radar signature. On the other
hand, the BV video displays predominantly green and
gray pixels with a small area of red pixels. Based on
visual differences, along with viewers’ more frequent
experiences with reflectivity images, we expect-ed that
a difference may exist in risk perception between the
two image types. However, the difference in the audio
message made it impossible to isolate any differences
in perception or behavior associated solely with image
type (reflectivity versus velocity). A more significant
difference between the two videos was whether the
word “tornado” was used to describe the threat. In the
BV video, Spann called the danger a “thing” (with a
very strong inference that it was a tornado). However,
in the HR video, he directly called it a “tornado.” A
transcript of the two videos follows.
HR video: “Lord, look at that. Again, there you go.
Uh, that’s your tornado right there that is very close
to downtown Hamilton. Uh, this thing has crossed
over Interstate 22 and it’s cutting right across the
northern part or maybe very close to downtown
Hamilton.”
BV video: “It’s racing. I’d say it’s moving probably
at 50–60 mi an hour. And again, this is a small
community called Boley Springs right here. Uh.
And then ultimately, it’s g-. The next really
sizeable municipality in the path of this thing is
Oakman. And Oakman has been hit so many times
over the years with tornadoes. They know it well
and they should know this drill, but if you live
anywhere near Oakman or Corona...”
Considering the two video clips’ differences in both
visual and audio message elements, there are several
key factors that may influence risk perception and the
intention to take protective action. These include
whether a place at risk was labeled on the map, whether a place was mentioned aloud by the weathercaster,
how specifically the threat was discussed (i.e., if it was
called a tornado), how well the image visually confirmed the threat, and use of other language of emphasis. As the results are presented below, we indicate
where significant differences were found and discuss
which of the preceding factors may partially explain
the differences.
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Figure 1. Sample screen shots from four video options used in the survey: (a) HR video, on-screen, (b) HR video, off-screen, (c) BV video,
on-screen, and (d) BV video, off-screen. Links to the videos are available here for (a), (b), (c), and (d). Click image for an external version;
this applies to all figures hereafter.

b. Survey design

tion, behavioral intention, and accuracy questions that
were based on the video clip received, as well as a
group of questions that probed their overall risk perception.
Overall risk perception questions, which were not
location specific, asked respondents to rank the storm
or situation’s scariness, dangerousness, and severity.
These questions referred only to the “storm” or
“severe weather situation” in the video clip, and did
not refer to any individual places. These questions
were identical for all respondents. A non-locationspecific behavioral intent question asked how likely
they would be to seek shelter from the storm shown in
the video. Location-specific questions varied based on
which video clip the respondent viewed and the
locations portrayed in it. This video-specific part of the
survey was designed to evaluate how well information
from the videos was retained and to get a more
detailed level of perceived risk and behavioral intent.
Respondents were asked to rate the severity of damage
possible from the storm, and the likelihood of a direct

The survey was designed to obtain information
from all respondents about their use and disposition
toward weather information, their demographic
characteristics, their perceived risk from the severe
weather video they viewed, and their trust in the
weathercaster viewed during the survey. Six questions,
adapted from Colquitt et al. (2007), were used to
assess the respondents’ trust of the weathercaster. A
five-point scale was used for all questions with ratings
where only the endpoints were defined. The five-point
scale was selected due to the familiarity of the typical
Likert-type scale, which ranges from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree.” Two groups of questions
included ratings with these exact endpoints. Other
scales also used five points to remain consistent
throughout the survey. SurveyMonkey®, the online
service through which the survey was delivered,
randomly assigned each participant one of the four
clips. Respondents were asked a series of risk percep-
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hit to two cities in each video (Hamilton and Hodges
in the HR video clip, and Sandtown and Oakman in
the BV video clip). They also were asked how likely
they would be to call or alert someone if the person
lived in each of the cities. The four locations were
selected because they represented factors that may
influence risk perception—including whether the location appeared to be in or near the path of a tornado and
if the place was included in the verbal message or not.
Accuracy of information retained from the videos was
based on three questions with objectively correct
answers for the HR video, and two questions for the
BV video. The survey allowed the following research
questions (Q#) to be answered and hypotheses (H#) to
be tested.

feature in the Sample 1 survey was not correctly set up
to record whether a respondent received the video clip
with the weathercaster on- or off-screen. This made it
impossible to use these responses for inferences about
the weathercaster’s effect on viewers. Therefore, additional surveys were obtained. A second sample (Sample 2) was recruited from a physical geography class.
The third sample (Sample 3) was recruited from a second Internet announcement by James Spann, supplemented by an announcement from one of the researchers on social media. Roughly one month passed between the first announcement and the third. In these
three sampling periods, 1935 surveys were attempted,
although owing to incomplete responses, only about
43% could be used. Sample 1 provided 486 completed
surveys, Sample 2 provided 22, and Sample 3 provided 321. The remaining 1106 surveys were not used
owing to lack of data.
The average age of respondents was 38 years.
More women (62.1%) participated in the study than
men (37.9%). Also, approximately 96% of people
indicated that they identified most with being white.
Other and black followed with close to 2% each.
Women and people identifying as white were overrepresented in the samples. Education was more representative than the other demographic characteristics. Approximately 14% of respondents reported no education
beyond high school (1.8% = some high school and
12.1% = high school graduate). The greatest frequency
of respondents reported some college (40.5%), followed by 29.1% with a bachelor’s degree, and 16.4%
with an advanced degree. None of the samples appeared to be familiar enough with the area to bias the
results. Average familiarity was 2.58 and 2.29 for the
Hamilton and Boley Springs area, respectively—both
of which were below the mid-point. All but Sample 2
were familiar with the weathercaster in the video. A
majority of respondents watched James Spann at least
several times per week. For additional information
about the sample, and responses to questions not
discussed below, please see Lea (2012).

Q1: How will risk perception and preventative behavior vary among respondents who saw the HR
and BV videos?
Q2: What differences exist within and between the
two video locations?
Q3: Can the verbal or visual message factors described above explain any differences found?
Q4: Can respondents who watched the BV video
describe what that radar image means?
H1: Risk perception will be different between respondents who watch the on-screen and off-screen
videos.
H2: Intended preventative behavior will be different
between respondents who watch the on-screen and
off-screen videos.
H3: Accuracy of recall will be different between respondents who watch the on-screen and off-screen
videos.
H4: Intended preventative behavior will be related
to trust in the weathercaster, perceived risk for that
location, accuracy of recall of information, and video watched.

4. Results and analysis
a. Risk perception and preventative behavior based on
video clip
One of the research questions asked how risk
perception and intended preventative behavior would
vary between individuals who saw a video clip of a
reflectivity image (HR) in the Hamilton area compared
to those who viewed a video clip with a velocity image

c. Sample
There were three distinct samples taken. The first
sample (Sample 1) was obtained through an Internet
announcement by James Spann. The randomization
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(BV) in the Boley Springs area. There was a significant difference found in the overall risk perceived
when respondents viewed the HR video compared to
the BV video (p <0.001). The overall likelihood to
take shelter from the storm in the video was also
significantly different (p <0.001) depending on which
video clip the respondents received. Respondents who
received the HR video reported being more likely to
seek shelter from the storm (4.72) over those who
viewed the BV video (4.43). There are several possible
explanations for these differences between the videos.
In addition, responses differed based on location
within each video clip. Each of these differences and
potential reasons are discussed below.

what the colors on a velocity radar product indicated.
About three quarters of respondents (73.6%) believed
that they did. When given the option to explain the
colors, fewer than half (43.7%) of all respondents were
able to do so correctly. An approximately equal
number of respondents gave an incorrect definition
(28.8%) as those who chose not to respond or who
gave a response indicating that they did not know
(27.4%).
2) HR VIDEO CLIP
Two locations in the HR video also led to very
different levels of perceived risk. Based on the
perceived likelihood of experiencing a direct hit and
the perceived severity of the damage, Hamilton was
rated 4.04, whereas Hodges was rated 2.77—a significant difference (p <0.001). Hamilton was mentioned in the video (“That’s your tornado right there
that is very close to downtown Hamilton…”). Hodges
was not mentioned verbally in the video, but was
labeled on the map in an area of the radar with high
reflectivity. The differences in the BV video (previously discussed) suggested the power of the audio. It
is therefore not surprising that the city mentioned as
being very close to the tornado would prompt higher
estimates of likelihood and severity of damage. A
similar pattern was observed for behavioral intention
whereby respondents would be more likely to alert
someone in Hamilton (4.68) than in Hodges (3.39).
This difference also was significant (p <0.001).
Visually, the HR video provided more evidence of
a tornado threat than the BV video. The weathercaster
drew a circle to indicate rotation near Hamilton. The
HR video clip showed a warning polygon, which
moved to include Hodges during the video clip with
the weathercaster off-screen. There also was considerably more red on the HR video image. Additionally,
the radar image showed a hook echo north of Hamilton; however, we did not probe the respondents’
ability to explain what this meant. Therefore, it is
unclear whether the radar provided any additional
visual evidence beyond the warning polygon. The
most important element of the HR video clip is most
likely the weathercaster using the word tornado, and
associating it with a specific location—downtown
Hamilton. The HR video clip referred to the threat
directly as a tornado whereas the BV video clip did
not. Finally, the weathercaster began the clip by saying
“Lord, look at that…”, which could have provided
another verbal cue that this was a threatening situation.

1) BV VIDEO CLIP
The two locations on the BV video about which
respondents reported their perceived risk were Oakman and Sandtown. The mean risk for Oakman was
3.94, whereas Sandtown was only 3.00 (Fig. 2). This
difference between locations was significant (p
<0.001). Recall that in this video, Oakman was emphasized verbally and the weathercaster mentioned
that Oakman has experienced tornadoes in the past and
viewers know what to do. Oakman did not appear on
the map used in the video. Sandtown was labeled on
the map but was not addressed either verbally or by
pointing. Boley Springs was mentioned and alluded to
as a possible city in the path (both by hand gesture and
verbally). Sandtown was not mentioned, even though
it does visually appear closer to the area where the
rotation existed. The path drawn on the video clip by
the weathercaster had the tornado moving between
Boley Springs and Sandtown. Oakman was located
outside of the mapped area, but this did not appear to
make a difference. Risk did not vary significantly for
either location as a function of the weathercaster’s
presence on-screen, which highlights the importance
of the verbally communicated message even when the
person delivering it cannot be seen. Similar to the risk
perception ratings, respondents were significantly (p
<0.001) more likely to alert a friend or relative of the
approaching tornado if they were in Oakman (4.64)
rather than Sandtown (3.79).
There were two characteristics in the BV video
that provided visual evidence of the tornado threat: the
path on the map that the weathercaster drew and the
adjacent red and green of the radar image. To probe
whether the colors would serve as visual evidence of a
tornado for respondents, we asked them if they knew
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Figure 2. Location-specific risk perception responses and reported likelihood of calling to alert someone about the storm.

These factors very likely contributed to the HR video
clip’s overall higher perceived risk of 4.35 (out of 5),
compared to the perceived risk of 4.08 from the BV
video clip. Respondents who viewed the HR video
also were much more likely to believe that there was a
confirmed tornado with the storm. Two-thirds (66.1%)
replied “yes” there was a confirmed tornado in the HR
video compared to only one-third (33.5%) who believed there was a confirmed tornado in the BV video.
Among the respondents who viewed the BV video
clip, 45.5% replied that they did not know if there was
a confirmed tornado.

versus 4.02 off-screen (p = 0.369); Sandtown 2.93 onscreen versus 3.14 off-screen (p = 0.221)]. In the offscreen HR video, the polygon location moves such that
Hodges is much more directly within the polygon.
This could help to explain why the risk perception
values for Hodges are closer to being significantly different than for the remaining locations. There were no
significant differences found in overall risk perception
in either video clip based on whether the weathercaster
was present on-screen versus off-screen (p = 0.776 for
HR and p = 0.893 for BV; see Fig. 3).
An interesting pattern also emerged in preventative behavior in which the off-screen videos resulted in
higher likelihood to call someone to alert them of the
storm for all but one location. For two locations where
risk was perceived to be lower, Sandtown and Hodges,
the on-screen/off-screen difference was significant (p
= 0.008) or marginally significant (p = 0.054). For the
two locations where risk was perceived to be higher,
Hamilton and Oakman, the on-screen/off-screen variable did not lead to significant differences in likelihood to call to alert someone (p = 0.666 for Hamilton
and p = 0.364 for Oakman). Whether respondents
viewed the weathercaster on-screen or off-screen made
no difference in likelihood to take shelter for either
video clip (p = 0.678 for BV and p = 0.701 for HR).
Finally, based on evidence from past studies of
video recall, hypothesis 3 proposed that accuracy of
recall would be different based on whether a respon-

b. Weathercaster on-screen versus off-screen
Hypotheses 1 through 3 proposed that there would
be significant differences in risk perception, preventative behavior, and accuracy of recall between respondents who viewed the video clips with the weathercaster on-screen versus off-screen. Because significant
differences were found in risk perception and preventative behavior between the two video clips, the
HR and BV samples were examined separately. A
trend was observed in which off-screen videos led to a
higher risk perception for three of the four locations.
When tested, none of these differences were significant; however, the difference for Hodges approached
significance [Hamilton, 4.04 on-screen versus 3.92
off-screen (p = 0.284); Hodges 2.61 on-screen versus
2.92 off-screen (p = 0.082); Oakman 3.90 on-screen
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Figure 3. Responses on three survey variables grouped according to video viewed.

dent viewed the weathercaster on-screen or off-screen.
Differences in accuracy between respondents viewing
the video with the weathercaster on-screen (56.5%)
and those who viewed the video with the weathercaster off-screen (50.8%) were not statistically significant (p = 0.103).

consistent relationships between demographic variables and those variables they might help explain, and
the low values of the correlation coefficients (the largest was –0.15 between education and likelihood of
calling Sandtown), led us to omit demographic variables from further analysis.
More significant relationships were found among
variables that have a record of correlation in the
literature, such as trust, risk perception, and the
likelihood of taking action. Trust in the weathercaster
has been associated with the intention to take action
during severe weather in previous research (ShermanMorris 2005), and the relationship between risk
perception and taking protective action was discussed
above. Our results indicate that trust was significantly
related to recall accuracy (0.079, p = 0.029), overall
risk perception (0.223, p < 0.001), and overall likelihood of taking shelter (0.206, p <0.001), as well as
likelihood of calling to alert someone in Sandtown
(0.101, p = 0.045), Oakman (0.159, p = 0.001), and
Hamilton (0.152, p = 0.003). It was not related in
Hodges, where perceived risk was the lowest. Trust in
the weathercaster in the video was very high overall
(average of 4.54 out of 5), and did not vary between
individuals who viewed the video with the weathercaster on-screen and those who viewed the video with
the weathercaster off-screen (p = 0.313). Similarly, no

c. Correlation and regression analysis
Results discussed in this section are directed
toward hypothesis 4, regarding the variables expected
to correlate with intended behavior. Initially, a bivariate Spearman rank correlation analysis was performed
on all demographic variables in the survey and each of
the variables that they might explain (i.e., overall and
location-specific risk perception, accuracy, trust, overall likelihood of taking shelter, and likelihood of
calling to alert someone in the path in each location).
Demographics were not related to many of the dependent variables. Education was related (negatively) only
to overall risk perception and the likelihood of calling
to alert someone in Sandtown. Age was related positively to accuracy of recall (0.101, p = 0.005) and
negatively to the likelihood of calling to alert someone
in Hodges (–0.105, p = 0.049). Race was related
(positively) only to the likelihood of calling to alert
someone in Hodges (0.108, p = 0.045). The lack of
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difference in trust was found between respondents who
viewed the two types of radar products (see Fig. 3).
Overall risk perception was significantly and positively correlated with overall likelihood of taking shelter in the viewed storm (0.54, <0.001). Additionally,
the perceived risk for each location was significantly
and positively correlated with the intended likelihood
of the respondent calling to alert someone in that location of the impending storm. Correlation values included 0.52 (p <0.001) for Sandtown, 0.34 (p <0.001)
for Oakman, 0.666 (p = 0.000) for Hodges, and 0.373
(p <0.001) for Hamilton. Respondents who reported
being likely to call someone in one of the two locations to alert them of the storm also tended to be likely
to call someone in the other location they were asked
about. Correlations were 0.343 (p <0.001) between
Hamilton and Hodges’ likelihood to call and 0.199 (p
<0.001) between Sandtown and Oakman’s likelihood
of calling. Respondents were only asked about the two
locations in the video they viewed.
Accuracy of recall was significantly related to the
overall likelihood of seeking shelter (0.098, p = 0.007),
and the likelihood of calling to alert someone in
Oakman (0.145, p = 0.003) and Hodges (–0.125, p =
0.024). It also was related to perceived risk at each
location—positively for Oakman and Hamilton (the
locations with higher perceived risk) and negatively
for Sandtown and Hodges (locations with lower
perceived risk).
Following an examination of individual correlations, an ordinal regression to predict overall likelihood of taking shelter in the storms viewed was run on
trust, overall risk perception, accuracy of recall,
whether the weathercaster was on- or off-screen, and
type of radar shown. An ordinal regression was selected because the dependent variable, overall likelihood
of taking shelter, was reported in discrete values from
one to five and the responses were very non-normally
distributed. Ordinal regression allows one to determine
how likely (as measured by the log-odds) one might
expect an increase in the dependent variable from one
category to the next based on the independent variable.
In the first model run, the overall risk perception,
accuracy of recall, and type of video were significant.
Trust and whether the weathercaster was on- versus
off-screen were not significant. The model was a significant improvement over the intercept-only model,
and the combination of variables resulted in a Nagelkerke pseudo R-square value of 0.456. A final model
run without trust and on-screen/off-screen yielded a
Nagelkerke pseudo R-square value of 0.385 with all
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independent variables significant at p <0.001; the
exception was accuracy, which was significant at p =
0.017.
Similar regressions were performed using likelihood of calling to warn someone about the storm in
the video as the dependent variable. In three of the
four locations (Hamilton, Hodges, and Oakman), only
perceived risk was significant in a model including
perceived risk, accuracy of recall, trust in the weathercaster, and weathercaster presence on- or off-screen.
For Sandtown, risk perception, trust, and on- or offscreen presence were all significant. It is unclear why
these differences would exist for this location.
5. Discussion
The results presented above show that respondents were able to discriminate among areas of higher
and lower levels of perceived risk in each type of video when the question focused on particular locations.
That is, in the HR video, perceived risk was lower for
Hodges than Hamilton. In the BV video, the risk for
Sandtown was rated lower than Oakman by a similar
amount. These differences likely were driven by differences in what the weathercaster said during the
clips, more than the visual elements of the video. Both
locations with higher perceived risk (Hamilton and
Oakman) were mentioned by the weathercaster, while
the two places with lower perceived risk were not. In
the case of Oakman, the location with the higher perceived risk was not even labeled on the map, providing
evidence for the power of the spoken message.
Differences also were found between the HR and
BV videos, which also were most likely driven by the
spoken message rather than visual elements. Average
ratings for risk perception, trust in the weathercaster,
and overall likelihood to take shelter were higher for
respondents who viewed the HR video than those who
viewed the BV video. This was significant for overall
risk perception and the reported likelihood of taking
shelter if affected by the storm in the video viewed.
The transcripts of the videos show that only the HR
video explicitly called the “thing” being displayed a
tornado. Whether this could have been the underlying
cause of differences between the two radar video clips
cannot be determined with certainty. However, a much
greater percentage of respondents believed there was a
confirmed tornado in the HR video (67.1% yes, 19.3%
I don’t know) than in the BV video (33.5% yes, 45.5%
I don’t know), providing additional evidence that this
word choice influenced risk perception.
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The results presented above suggest that the
presence of the weathercaster on-screen during the
severe weather coverage shown in this project made
very little difference in the key response variables
measured. For all but Hamilton (in the HR video),
scores for perceived risk and likelihood of calling
someone to alert them about the storm were higher
when the weathercaster was located off-screen. However, the only area where weathercaster presence made
a significant difference in responses was in the likelihood of calling to alert someone. For the two locations
where perceived risk was lower, Sandtown and
Hodges, likelihood to call someone to alert them of the
storm was significantly or marginally significantly
higher when the respondent watched the video with
the weathercaster off-screen.
Accuracy of recall was not significantly different
between the two videos or whether the weathercaster
was located on- or off-screen. The difference in accuracy among people who viewed the two videos was
smaller than expected given a lack of understanding of
velocity imagery demonstrated in the responses. The
questions were not, however, dependent on knowing
anything about either type of radar product. They were
designed to test how well the respondents could recall
basic information shown on the maps or mentioned by
the weathercaster. Accuracy was significantly related
to several risk perception and behavioral intention
variables, and remained a significant contributor in the
model predicting the likelihood to take shelter. An
interesting finding regarding accuracy was that its
relationship with risk perception changed depending
on whether the respondent was judging the risk of the
location with the higher perceived risk or the lower
perceived risk. That is, the relationship was positive
for the higher risk location but negative for the lower
risk location. Although there are potential explanations
for such a relationship, it also is possible the result was
influenced by the specific questions asked. Similarly,
the presence of the weathercaster had the most influence on likelihood to call someone to alert them when
respondents were asked about the location with lower
perceived risk. Respondents who viewed the clip with
the weathercaster off-screen had a greater (but not
significant) likelihood of calling someone as well as
higher risk perception in three of four locations. While
intention is most closely related to risk perception,
these patterns also may suggest that the audio message
had the more powerful effect on the association
between a location and its perceived risk. Without
specific details in the spoken message, viewers are left
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to fill in the gaps with other information. This would
help explain why the weathercaster’s presence was
only significant in one comparison involving Sandtown. Although it is not clear why this is the case, it
may be that the weathercaster pointing to other locations on-screen may have directed attention away from
the locations where the risk was lower. One should not
infer from this discussion that this is a bad thing. One
would expect the weathercaster to intentionally draw
attention toward the more dangerous part of the map
being displayed.
Results from the correlation and regression analysis agree with much of the past research on the importance of perceived risk on the intention to take action
during severe weather. Risk perception, accuracy of
recall, and trust in the weathercaster all were correlated with themselves and behavioral intention variables.
That trust did not play a larger role in the regression to
predict overall likelihood of taking shelter was somewhat surprising. One explanation may be the almost
universally high level of trust in the weathercaster in
the videos. This may be the result of the sample being
recruited from the weathercaster’s own website. It also
is possible that trust precedes risk perception in the
risk communication and protection motivation process,
and in the regression, its impact was diminished by the
presence of a risk perception variable.
6. Conclusions
The paper sought to test three hypotheses about
accuracy of recall, risk perception, and behavioral intention based on whether the respondents viewed a
clip with the weathercaster present or absent. A fourth
hypothesis proposed relationships among several variables—including behavioral intention, trust in the
weathercaster, perceived risk, accuracy of recall of
information, and video watched. It also sought to
answer research questions regarding how risk perception and preventative behavior vary between respondents who saw two severe weather clips with different
radar types and messages. In describing the differences
within and between the clips, the paper discussed
several possible verbal or visual message factors that
may have influenced results.
The most interesting results were found in examining the differences within and between the two videos:
HR, which used a reflectivity image to illustrate the
tornado risk for the Hamilton, Hodges, and Hackleburg areas; and BV, which used a velocity image to
provide warning information for the Boley Springs,
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Oakman, and Sandtown areas. Significant differences
were found between the HR video and BV video with
respect to overall risk perception and intention to take
shelter. Differences in risk perception and intention to
take action also were found within each video when
respondents were asked location-specific risk perception and behavioral intention questions. There are
several likely reasons for the differences found. Although there may be some visual differences between
the two video clips based on the radar image used, the
more likely explanation is derived from the differences
in the verbal message between the HR and BV videos.
The HR video was very specific about what (tornado)
and where (downtown Hamilton) the threat existed,
whereas the BV video was less specific, referring to
the threat as a thing and describing the next sizeable
location (Oakman) in its path. More respondents believed there was a confirmed tornado in the HR video.
This certainly would have influenced risk perception.
The responses to the location-specific questions also
provided evidence for the strong influence of the
verbal message over visual factors. Both of the locations with higher risk perception (Hamilton and Oakman) were locations stated in the verbal message, but
only Hamilton was labeled on the map.
The differences in message between the two types
of radar images described above made it impossible to
determine whether any differences existed in risk perception or intention that could be partially explained
by image type. The fact that fewer than half of
respondents in this study could explain what the velocity product was showing makes it an important area
for future study. Reflectivity often is shown during
daily weather, as well as during severe weather
coverage. This should lead to better understanding of
reflectivity images, but unfortunately, respondents
were not asked to describe what that radar image was
showing. The results of this study suggest that many
message characteristics, planned or unplanned, may
lead to differences in perception or behavior. This
study should not be used to draw conclusions about the
usefulness of one type of radar image or another.
However, it provides a useful starting point for future
studies to examine the influence of radar imagery in
greater depth—with a representative sample of severe
weather broadcast viewers and severe weather video
clips more carefully controlled for message content
and length.
The three hypotheses regarding presence or absence of the weathercaster were not supported. It made
very little influence on risk perception, or accuracy,
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whether the weathercaster was on-screen or off-screen.
Hypothesis 2, which proposed differences in preventative behavior based on respondents viewing the weathercaster on- or off-screen, was partially supported
based on the significant difference found in intention
to call and alert someone in the path of the storm for
Sandtown and the marginally significant difference for
Hodges. On- or off-screen presence set the limit to
what role facial expressions or gestures might play in
the variables tested, but it was beyond the scope of the
study to examine either in detail. Future studies should
examine the influence of these as well as other cues
such as tone, rate of speaking, and so on. Hypothesis 4
was supported in that a number of significant relationships were found among the proposed variables. Most
of these relationships were already supported in the
literature.
When applying the results to the communication
of severe weather information, some considerations
should be acknowledged. One should not accept this
study as proof that it does not matter if the weathercaster is present on-screen or off-screen talking over
radar imagery during a severe weather event. It is possible that no influence was found because the length of
clips used in testing was not long enough to elicit
authentic responses. Other studies using video in
testing that resulted in statistical significance were at
least 2-min long, but the clips administered in this
study were <25-s long. Even though the videos were
long enough to lead to other significant differences,
the weathercaster may have had more influence if
longer clips were used, or if the content was more
carefully controlled. It also is possible that the scale
used was just coarse enough to prevent differences
from emerging. Choosing video clips with such a wellknown and trusted weathercaster also may have had
some influence here, but during actual severe weather
coverage, viewers likely are to watch the weathercaster they know and trust the most. In the future,
video clips should be designed with research in mind
in order that all of the issues discussed above can be
controlled. This study also did not consider the influence of the weathercaster’s presence on individuals
with hearing or sight impairments. Because differences
in responses likely were due to characteristics of the
spoken message that were not always evident in the
visual message, future studies examining verbal or
visual communication methods should take this part of
the population into account.
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